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Convergence in probability for Toeplitz weighted sums is obtained for 
convex tight random elements in D[O, I] under pointwise conditions. The almost 
sure convergence of the weighted sums is proved for independent, convex tight 
random elements and for independent, identically distributed random elements. 
Special techniques and concepts are developed in order to obtain these results 
in the Skorohod topology of DIO, I]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of the space D[O, l] with the Skorohod topology has proved to be 
very beneficial not only to statisticians in developing statistical theory but also 
for many statistical applications. The basic framework and many results for 
probability structures in D[O, l] are given by Billingsley (1968). However, the 
peculiar structure and properties of D[O, l] under the Skorohod topology have 
impeded development of convergent results for weighted sums of random 
elements. For example, the results for separable Banach spaces do not readily 
apply. However, by introducing particular techniques some laws of large numbers 
were obtained by Ranga Rao (1963) and Daffer and Taylor (1979). 
Convergence of weighted sums of random elements results are obtained for 
D[O, I] in this paper using convexity, compactness, and truncation techniques. 
Specifically, convergence in probability for Toeplitz weighted sums is obtained 
under pointwise conditions for a large class of random elements in D[O, 11. 
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Almost sure convergence of the weighted sums is obtained for independent 
convex tight random elements and for independent, identically distributed 
random elements in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let D[O, l](= 0) denote the space of real-valued functions on [0, 1] which 
are right-continuous and possess left-hand limits. Let 11 x llDo = SU~,~,~, 1 x(t)1 
denote the uniform norm on D. The Skorohod metric d is defined for x, y E D 
by 
d(x,y) = inf{e: /I x 0 h - y /Im < E & /j h - ha /Im < E with h E (1 and h,,t = t} 
(2-l) 
where fl denotes the space of strictly increasing, continuous functions from 
[0, I] onto [0, 11. Detailed geometric and probabilistic properties of the space D 
with the uniform norm and the Skorohod metric can be found in Billingsley 
(1968), pp. 109-153 and Taylor (1978), pp. 153-184. However, a few properties 
will be discussed to illustrate the troublesome aspects of D and the need for 
particular techniques and hypotheses. In particular, the relation 
4% + U,Y + ~1 G 4x, y) + II u Ilm + II =a llco (2.2) 
will be frequently used. 
The Banach space obtained by giving D the uniform topology is not separable. 
Not only does the nonseparability prohibit applying many known convergent 
results, it also restricts the variety of random elements for D. With the Skorohod 
metric topology, the linear space is separable but not a linear topological space 
(addition is not continuous). However, the Skorohod topology does provide an 
ideal Bore1 structure for the natural consideration of random elements in D. 
A random eIement in D is a function X: D -+ D from a probability space 
(Q, F, P) into D which is measurable with respect to the Skorohod Bore1 subsets 
of D. Thus, X is a random element in D if and only if X(t) is a random variable 
for each t E [0, I], Billingsley (1968), p. 128. If E 11 X IJco < CO, then the expected 
value can be defined pointwise by (EX)(t) = E[X(t)] for each t E [0, 11, and 
EXED. 
The absence of translation invariance and local convexity necessitates the 
following modification of the concept of tightness in order to develope stochastic 
convergence results in D. 
DEFINITION. A sequence of random elements (X,) in D is said to be co7a~ex 
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tight if for each E > 0 there exists a convex, compact set K, such that 
P[X, E KJ > 1 - E for all n. 
Characteristics of convex tightness and the limitations of this concept are 
described in Section 7.4 of Taylor (1978) and by Daffer (to appear). 
For each positive integer m, let Ei,,, = [i/2m, (i + 1)/2”) for i = 0, l,..., 2”-l 
and let Ez,,, = {I}. Define the linear Bore1 measurable function T, : D -+ D 
by 
T,(x) = 5 X (&) &,m 
i-0 
(2.3) 
For each x E D limm+m d(x, T,(x)) = 0, and limmaco supzEK d(x, T,x) = 0 when 
K is a (Skorohod) compact set. Finally, let {unk} denote a Toeplitz (double) 
sequence of scalars, that is, 
lim ank = 0 
n-cc 
for each k = 1, 2,... (2.4) 
and 
for each 71 (2.5) 
and for some constant C which can be assumed to be 1. 
3. CONWRGENCE IN PROBABILITY 
The results in this section are based on the real-valued random variable results 
of Pruitt (1966) and Rohatgi (1971) an on the Banach space random element d 
results of Wei and Taylor (1978). While the Skorohod metric provides the desired 
natural setting, results will be stated for convergence in the stronger uniform 
norm when possible. 
For a sequence {X,} of random elements, the condition (CT) is defined as: 
(CT) for each E > 0 there exists K, , convex and compact, 
such that E 11 X,J[X,,4K~ /loD < E for all n. 
Note that convex tightness and uniformly bounded pth moments (p > 1) 
implies (CT) and that (CT) implies the existence of EX. 
THEOREM 1. Let {X,J be a sequence of random elements in D which satisjies 
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(CT) and let (a& be a double array of real numbers satisfying zF=‘=, / an2 / < 1 
for each n. If 
1 ‘fl a&ATE(t) - KY,(t)) 1 - in probability 
for each dyadic rational in [0, 11, then 
f a,&, , ktl a,&-& + 0 in probability. 
k=l 
Proof. Let 0 < E < 1 and 0 < 6 < 1 be given. By (CT) choose K such 
that 
E II XJ[x,m II < 2 for all n (3.1) 
and such that 0 E K(w.1.o.g). Next, pick m such that d(x, T,x) < e/6 for all 
x E K. For each n 
2 ankXk , i ankEXk 
k=l I+1 
n n 
1 a,,&, , c a,Pd& 
7l=l k=l 
t P d i a,kTm-Kk, [( i a,kTm(E&) k=l k=l 
i a,J,,@&), 2 a,&& 
1 1 
> $ . 
k=l k=l 
(3.2) 
Using (CT) and (2.2), the first term of (3.2) can be expressed as 
fankxkt i %lcTm& 
k=l k=l 
(3.3) 
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Since K is convex, compact (and balanced if necessary), and 0 E K, then 
Thus, the third term of (3.2) can be expressed as 
Hence, the third term of (3.2) has probability 0 since jj T,x jJm < jj x JJcc and 
(3.1) holds. For the second term of (3.2), 
f’ ankTmWd 
k=l 
for n >,,N (3.4) 
from the hypothesis of, convergence in probability for each dyadic rational. 
From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows that 
p d i ankXk x 
[( 
f ankEXk > 1 > E < S for n > N. 1 kd k=l 
I f  xz=, a,&Xk converges to a constant, then Theorem 1 is “if and only if” 
since convergence in probability implies weak convergence (in distribution) 
and hence $ointwise convergence in distribution to a constant which yields 
pointwise convergence in probability. I f  the random elements (X,} are identi- 
cally distributed, then a first moment condition and convex tightness suffices 
for (CT). Also, the condition that maxlgks, 1 unk ) + 0 and the condition of 
pointwise uncorrelation or pointwise independence provide for the pointwise 
convergence in probabiiity of the hypothesis in Theorem 1. Thus, Theorem 1 
provides more applicable results for the subspace C[O, I] of D[O, I] than the 
results of Wei and Taylor (1978) since the concepts of convex tightness and 
tightness coincide for Banach spaces. 
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A weak law is available for weighted sums of independent random elements 
which satisfy (CT). Th is result will use truncation techniques from the next 
section. 
THEOREM 2. Let {X,} be a sequence of independent random elements in D 
satisfying (CT) and EX, = 0 f OY all k. I f  (a& is a Toeplitz sequence satisfying 
maxIGL+ 1 allk j = O(ra) for some oi > 0, then 
= 0. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given and K, convex and compact, be chosen according 
to (CT). Write 
Now 
II 
n 
E c ank-&IIX,eK1 
II 
& ank I E II &J~x,~KI Ilm G i I ank I e d E (34 
k=l m  k=l k-1 
by (CT), 
Write the other term as 
n 
E c ankXklfXkEKl 
k=l 
ilc < E I/ k$l ank(Xkl[XkEK1 - ‘%%&X,cKl)) /Im 
+ E /I k$l ankE(X~[XsEKl) /lm . 
Now 
$A: (1 f %k(XkhX,eKl - Jq&J[X~GKl)) = 09 as., 
k=l 
follows by the hypothesis on {a,,} immediately from Theorem 3 of the next 
section since the convex hull of K + K is still conditionally compact. Next, 
d i Ia,ki2A 5224 where A = sup II x /Im .
k=l XEK 
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Thus by the dominated convergence theorem, 
Finally, note that E(X&k,K~) = --E(X,It,k,K& and so 
%k 1 E 11 x?&&K1 Ilm 
k-l 
Now (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) together give 
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(3.7) 
(3.8) 
ii E 11 f a,,$Zk I! < E + E = 2~. Since E is arbitrary, 
k-l 4) 
!+ I  E i ankXk I/ 
II 
=o. 1 
k=l 
The hypotheses of Theorem 2 do not imply the strong law of large numbers 
(rf. Hoffmann- Jorgensen and Pisier (1976), remark, p. 592); however, the weak 
law of large numbers follows since convergence in the mean implies convergence 
in probability. 
4. ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE 
Almost sure convergence of the weighted sums is obtained for independent, 
convex tight random elements and for independent, identically distributed 
random elements in this section. The convex tight results will be obtained in 
two parts. First, the result will be obtained when the random elements are 
restricted to a convex, compact set. Truncation to the convex, compact set will 
be used for the general result. 
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THEOREM 3. Let K be a convex, compact subset of D. Let {Xn} be independent 
random elements with EX, = 0 and P[Xn E K] = I for all n. If (a,,} is a Toeplitz 
sequence such that maxICksn / anL / = O(K~) for some a: > 0, then 
Proof. First, it can be assumed that K is symmetric. For each t E [0, I], 
) X(t)/ < SUP,,~ 11 x /Jm < 00 almost surely since K is compact. By Theorem 2 
of Rohatigi (1971), 
f ank&&) - 0 I almost surely k=l (4.1) 
for each rational t E [0, I] since {xk(t)} are independent, uniformly bounded 
(a.s) random variables with zero means. Since K is convex and symmetric, 
xi==, a,Jk E K almost surely. Thus 
j/ gl ankxk /Ia + 0 almost surely 
by taking the countable union of null sets in (4.1). 1 
THEOREM 4. Let {X,} be a sequence of convex tight, independent random 
elements in D satisfying EX, = 0 and E[Il X, ijr] < rfor all n where Y > 1. Let 
{ank) be a Toeplitz sequence such that rnax,sk(, 1 ank 1 = O(n+) for some 
0 -=c I/s < Y - 1. Then, 
(1 zl ankxk iirn +0 almost surely. 
Proof. First, r can be assumed to be 1. Given E > 0, let 
6 = (q/4)7/+-1). 
Let K be compact, convex and symmetric and chosen so that 
P[X,EK] > 1 -8. 
Define 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
yn = XnliXn~KI and z, = x, - Y, . 
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Then {Y, - EY,) takes values in K + K, and hence 
%k(Yk - EYk) jJ - 0 
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(4.3) 
almost surely by Theorem 3. By Holder’s inequality 
for each n. 14.4) 
Also, for each n 
E I II Zn II - E II Zn II IT B 2’. (4.5) 
Dominance in probability of Rohatgi (1971) follows from (4.5), and hence 
almost surely. Since a sequence of E, --+ 0, S, -+ 0, and corresponding compact 
sets K,, could be chosen, a countable number of null sets can be excluded in 
(4.3) and (4.6). Thus, for almost all w E Q, there is an N(w, e) such that for 
n 2 N(w, ~1, 
jj kifl an@‘&) - EYsd j/ < d4 (4.7) 
and 
1; k$l %k(ll zkb’)i! - E 11 zk ii) )/ < c/4. (4.8) 
From (4.4) and (4.8), it follows that 
k=l 
t-21 ank 1 E 11 zk iI 
k=l 
(4.9) 
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for n > N(E, w). Similarly, EY, = -EZ, , (4.4), and (4.7) yields 
(4.10) 
for all n > N(w, e). Thus, from (4.9) and (4.10) 
for all n 3 N(E, ~0). # 
Tightness results in a complete metric space incorporate the identical distri- 
bution results since each probability measure is tight. However, identically 
distributed random elements in D need not be convex tight and certainly not 
conversely. Thus, the last result will be the almost sure convergence of weighted 
sums of independent, identically distributed random elements. The result is 
based on Ranga Rao’s (1963) strong law of large number. 
LEMMA 5. [Ranga Rao (1963)]. Let X be a random element in D with 
E [I X /fm < co. Then, for every E > 0, there is a partition 0 = to < t, < -.. < 
t,-, < tN = 1 of [0, I] such that maxi SUP,~,~.~~ E 1 X(s) - X(t)/ < E, where 
Ji = [t,-l , ~1. 
The following property of compact sets in D is needed; if K is compact in D, 
then to any E > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that / x(t) - x(a)] < 1 x(/3 - 0) - x(a) 1 + E, 
whenever 01 < t < @ < CI: + 6. This follows from the characterization of 
compact sets in D in terms of w:(S) (Billingsley (1968), pp. 118-120). 
THEOREM 6. Let (X,] be a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
random elements in D and let (a,,} be a Toeplitz sequence such that maxlGks, 
1 ank 1 = O(n-&). If E 11 X, jlk+l/a < 00, then 
II $r a&X, - EXr) 1) --f 0 almost surely. 
Proof, Let E > 0 be given, and let a compact subset K of D be chosen such 
that EDI & II ~X~UII ,( E. The choice of K is possible since the probability 
measure of XI is tight. Now let 6 > 0 be chosen as above so that OL < t < /? < 
LY + 6 implies / .x(t) - x(a)1 < ) x(j3 - 0) - x(a)/ + E, for any x E K. By 
Lemma 5 choose a partition {tJ&, of [0, I] satisfying 
i=oj;=J ,“12pJ E ! -5(t) - Xl(4l < <a where Ii = [tie1 , ti) 
. I 
and also satisfying ti - t,_, < 6, for i = 0, l,..., N. 
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Thus, 
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< f %k(Xk(t) &X,&K] - E(Xl(t) ‘[XIeK])) 
k=l 
ank / I/ xk jirn &X&K] + E[il xk Ilrn bX&Kil 
k=l 
(4.11) 
for each t E [0, 11. Since {II xk /IIJ ~[xk4K~} are independent, identically distributed 
random variables with 
E(ll xk \irn ~X,S+K])~+“” < E(Il xk Ilk+l’a) < O”, then 
lim i / %k i II xk iirn z[X&K] “’ E[ll xk ~~30 z[X,&K]l* (4.12) 
For the first term of (4.11) 
sup 
I 
f ank(Xk(t) &XheK] - EXl(t) ‘[ 
tsJ< kc1 
&EKI) 1 
G 
I 
f ank(xk(ti-l) z[Xn~K] - EX,(t,-l> IIX1~K]) 
k=l 
+ ;zf ) k$l %kXk@) zIXk~K] - k$l ankXk(ti-l) z[Xk~K]) ) 
I 
< f a,k(xk(tk-l) z[Xh~K] - EX,(h) I[ 
k=l 
X,eK]) 1 
%k 1 I[xk(ti - 0) - Xk(ti-l)] z[Xv&K] j  
k=l 
+ E(I x1($ - 0) - xI(L1>I Z~+KI) + 2~, for i = O,..., N 
(4.13) 
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by compactness of K and using f, - timI < 6. Similar to (4.12) 
kz / g %r(-ULI) 4&EKI -- ~(X’,(L,) IrX,FKI)) j 2. 0 (4.14) 
for each i = O,..., N. 
From (4.1 I), (4.13), and (4.14) 
,< 2c + 2< = 4E a.s.. (4.15) 
Finally, using (4.11), (4.12), and (4.15) 
lim sup 2 a,,X, - EX, 
n-m II 
< =(I1 XI ! I m  hl,K]) + 4~ < 6~ as., 
k=l m  
and the proof is completed since E is arbitrary. 1 
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